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A Tale of Two Sciences, 1860-1985

Abstract – Episodes in the recent histories of chemistry and physics serve to pinpoint
the differences between these two cultures.

Introduction

A very old joke sets the difference between a chemist and a physicist. The
chemist, so it goes, makes inaccurate measurements on extremely pure substances,
whereas the physicist performs extremely accurate measurements on impure sam-
ples. There is a complement: biologists are guilty of inaccurate measurements on
extremely impure samples. 

There is considerable truth in this witticism. Gabor Somorjai’s testimony will
suffice [1], “In the early 1960s, it was difficult to be sure that the (platinum (100))
surface was clean. My luck was that I was a chemist rather than a physicist. (…) In
the early 1970s the dominance of physics in surface science was almost over. Until
then I was the only chemist working with modern techniques using single crystals
in surface science – in ultra-high vacuum, for example, to keep the surface clean
enough to put molecules onto it.”

This joke is my point of departure. It implies, does it not, both a symmetry
and a complementarity between the two disciplines, physics and chemistry. Is this
true? Does it apply in practice? Does it account for developments in the recent his-
tories of the two sciences?

I shall start the story in the 1860s when the structural theory of chemistry was
devised. I shall close it about 1985, just prior to nanoscience and nanotechnology
becoming fashionable.

Within those 125 years, what is an appropriate periodization? 1860-1890 was
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the first phase, with the widespread adoption of structural formulae by chemists
and the slow rise of stereochemistry [2]. The second period, 1890-1914, encom-
passed spectacular advances by physicists in the understanding of atomic structure.
The third period takes us to 1927, when Walter Heitler (1904-1981) and Fritz
London (1900-1954) published their quantitative description of the H2 molecule. I
shall devote an entire section to the period 1927-1932, that of a short-lived idyll
between physics and chemistry. The fifth period is the nineteen-thirties, following
the discovery of the neutron which recalled to the fold those physicists who had
been building a bridge with chemistry. The sixth period, in the aftermath of World
War II, ran from 1945 to 1985: physicists had learned their lesson from their col-
laboration with the military and had become proficient at public relations and
money-raising. Chemists, while somewhat envious of the physicists’ lobbying skills,
were otherwise fully engaged by the second revolution which their science under-
went during that period, due in part to nuclear magnetic resonance (nmr), a pow-
erful new tool which the physicists had fashioned for them. This 1945-85 period
saw also an erosion of physical chemistry within the pecking order among the
chemical disciplines to the profit of synthetic organic chemistry. 

The Chemical Bond

This part of the story consists of such well-known episodes that I need only a
small reminder of each. It is notesworthy for a simple distinguishing criterion
between the two disciplinar communities, chemists and physicists. They did not
speak the same language.

During the 1860s, a number of chemists such as August Kekulé von Stradonitz
(1829-1896), Alexander Crum Brown (1838-1922), Archibald Scott Couper (1831-
1892) devised the structural theory of organic chemistry [3]. In this basically
heuristic scheme, a molecule was represented by a structural formula. The atoms
were connected by dashes or lines in this graphical depiction. The number of such
lines depended on whether the connexion was of the single, double or triple bond
type.

These organic chemists – who little worried about a proof for the actual exis-
tence of the atoms – had developed structural theory as a shorthand. It was coher-
ent. It accounted for a vast corpus of observations, and it was predictive. In the
words of Ira Remsen (1846-1927), who thus summarized what was then the major-
ity opinion [4], “The formulas are but the condensed expressions of the conclu-
sions which are drawn from the reactions.” Starting with Le Bel’s and van’t Hoff’s
1874 proposal of a tetrahedral carbon atom, structural formulae became tridimen-
sional – a gradual development which took place over the last decades of the nine-
teenth century. Structural formulae partook of a spirit both empirical and prag-
matic. The nature of these chemical bonds remained opaque. This did not get in
the way of organic chemistry moving on rapidly.
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At about the time when stereochemistry blossomed, physical chemistry came
on the scene. It was the brainchild of Wilhelm Ostwald (1853-1932) [5]. While
organic structural formulae treated atoms and atomic theory with at worst benign
neglect, Ostwald’s initial position was exclusion. He would not let the subdiscipline
he had just created be contaminated by atomic ideas. This excommunication lasted
until 1906, when he had to eat his words. By that time however, physical chemistry
had immunized itself against recourse to microscopic structures as explanations. It
consisted near-exclusively of thermodynamics [6] and kinetics. 

Physical chemistry became a specialized area within chemistry, one of its sub-
disciplines. Only within chemistry? Why not within physics also? Because physics
at the very moment of the inception of physical chemistry was intent upon investi-
gating atomic structure rather than denying it. 

Physical chemistry was beset with this original sin. An accurate and perceptive
summary was made by Neville Vincent Sidgwick (1873-1951) in 1931, when a vis-
iting Baker Lecturer at Cornell [7]:

“It is a remarkable sign of the predominance of the thermodynamic aspect at this
time that Ostwald actually proposed to abandon the ideas of atoms altogether.
(…) By the irony of fate, this doctrine of Ostwald’s was propounded exactly at the
time when the physicists began their triumphant attack on the problem of the
structure of the atom.”

Irving Langmuir (1881-1957) had earlier made the same point, Ostwald’s
legacy had left physical chemistry with a blind spot, which still endured by the time
when Langmuir made these remarks towards the end of the 1920s [8]:

“Under the leadership of Ostwald, chemists began to adopt a much more critical
attitude and began to distinguish carefully between what they considered experi-
mental facts and hypotheses based upon these facts. Ostwald, although he recog-
nized the convenience of the atomic theory, believed it must always remain impos-
sible to prove the existence of atoms or molecules. He therefore urged that
chemists avoid as far as possible the use of such hypotheses. Perhaps the chief
result of this attitude was to lead physical chemists to neglect those parts of chem-
istry where the atomic theory would have been most helpful and to devote them-
selves more specially to the fields in which energy relationships and thermody-
namics were directly applicable. (…) The progress of physical chemistry was
probably set back many years by the failure of the chemists to take full advantage
of the atomic theory in describing the phenomena that they observed. The rejec-
tion of the atomic theory for this purpose was, I believe, based primarily upon a
mistaken attempt to describe nature in some absolute manner” [9].

Indeed, physicists discovered the electron at the time of the birth of physical
chemistry. And during the early years of the twentieth century, following the discov-
eries of X-rays and radioactivity, work proceeded briskly on atomic structure. The
physicists, led by Ernest Rutherford (1871-1937), Max Planck (1858-1947) and
Niels Bohr (1885-1962) among others, evolved a planetary model for the atom, with
a central nucleus and orbiting electrons. The orbits were connected via quantum
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numbers to spectroscopic lines for the elements, previously grouped empirically into
series (Balmer, Lyman, Paschen, …). Needless to say, these structural advances by
physicists were expressed in equations. Ever since Galileo made his celebrated pro-
nouncement [10], math had been the master tool for advances in physics.

Not in chemistry though. Chemists were allergic to mathematics [11, 12]. At
the same time, the turn of the twentieth century, when atomic structure was eluci-
dated, chemists in their vast majority did not feel concerned. Why should they
care? They had their own structural theory. While physicists struggled to under-
stand atomic structure, chemists had under their belts more than a generation-
worth of empirical studies of molecular structure. 

Chemists were not ignorant though and they followed with acute interest the
progresses in atomic physics, such as the discovery of the electron. They were
quick to integrate it into their doctrine [13]. In 1916, Gilbert Newton Lewis (1875-
1946) published his major paper, in the Journal of the American Chemical Society,
on “The Atom and the Molecule” [14]. He argued there that 

“the type of union which we have so far pictured, although it involves two elec-
trons held in common by two atoms, nevertheless corresponds to the single bond
as it is commonly used in graphical formulae.”

To reach such a conclusion, which led to the introduction of what came to be
known as Lewis formulae, Lewis resorted to his enclopaedic knowledge of chemi-
cal compounds of many types, both ionic and nonpolar. His argument avoided
mathematic equations entirely. It is qualitative and, to some extent, iconic (the
cubical atom).

There are strong, positive reasons for scientists to organize themselves into
specialized communities. These provide professional societies and peer-reviewed
journals, plus a whole system of quality control, from the granting of degrees and
of research monies to the awarding of prizes. Disciplinary identity buttresses itself
both with guiding concepts (inclusionary) and avoidance notions (exclusionary). 

Disciplinary conformism, usually fierce, compares with nationalistic chauvin-
ism. Scientists, who otherwise might feel isolated from operating on the frontier of
knowledge, gain a compensating sense of belonging to a (sub)disciplinar main-
stream. Hence, there is a perceived need for a few among one’s fellow-scientists to
act as go-betweens. They bring foreign epistemic objects into the mainstream and
make them look indigenous. G.N. Lewis was such an interpreter when he intro-
duced the notion of the chemical bond as an electron pair. He allowed chemists to
preserve their earlier structural language as the guiding concept. He simultaneously
let them avoid learning the new quantum ideas and the new atomic physics.

We move now to the following decade, the nineteen-twenties [15]. By 1927,
Friedrich Hund (1896-1997) and Robert S. Mulliken (1896-1986) had introduced
their molecular orbital or MO theory [16, 17]. Couched in the language of mathe-
matics, this was a theory aimed at physicists, not at chemists [18]. The same year,
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another two physicists, who also resorted to mathematical description, published
their theory of the dihydrogen molecule [19]. As Henry Frank commented not
long afterwards [20], 

“When a physicist … succeeds in showing that his theoretical model of the atom
makes it necessary that two hydrogen atoms shall unite to form a molecule, while
two helium atoms cannot do so, the chemist is interested. This is not very startling
information, to be sure, but its mathematical incorporation into the general body
of physics is new and significant” (emphasis added).

These developments did not impact chemists, who continued to rely on Lewis
structural formulae [21, 22]. The chemical community waited until 1931 for one of
its members, Linus Pauling, to publish his epochal paper on “The Nature of the
Chemical Bond.” Pauling’s approach was a popularization of the new quantum
mechanics. Since he addressed fellow-chemists, his language was as much purged
of mathematics as he could get away with. Pauling served as the interpreter to
chemists of the new quantum physics. 

His Baker Lectures at Cornell University, published in 1939 in the book by the
same title [23], capping a series of papers on this topic, also more or less closed the
structural phase of Pauling’s career, as he moved on to the next phase, the study of
biological molecules and processes. He brought to bear in that book his extensive
knowledge of chemical structure, based on numerous X-ray and electron diffrac-
tion studies [24]. Publication of that book, followed by that of textbooks, of Gen-
eral Chemistry in particular, turned the valence bond (VB) theory promoted by
Pauling into the orthodox language of structural chemistry. Organic chemists in
particular would not resort to the MO description until the 1950s and the promo-
tion of MO theory by a few militants, such as Charles A. Coulson (1910-1974)
[25], Jack Roberts (1918- ) [26], and Andrew Streitwieser (1927- ) [27, 28]. During
the whole period 1940-1960, VB theory reigned supreme among organic chemists
worldwide due to a large extent to Pauling’s prestige. Of course, VB theory bene-
fited from what one might term the “nested Russian dolls” asset of many scientific
theories. Pauling’s valence-bonds integrated Lewis formulae which in turn encom-
passed the earlier structural theory from the 1860s, to which Kekulé’s name is asso-
ciated foremost. 

Physical Methods of Chemistry

One might describe chemistry by its tools. If one indeed does so, they come
under two categories. The more ancient, which chemists inherited from their pred-
ecessors, whether alchemists, assayers and smelters, apothecaries, glassmakers, var-
nishers, potters, … include alembics, retorts, pelicans, crucibles, phials and glass-
ware of many types. The more recent date to Lavoisier’s reliance on the most accu-
rate scales which could be devised in his time. I note in passing that Lavoisier liked
to view himself more as a physicist than as a chemist. 
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After the balance, the next addition to the list of physical instruments [29, 30]
was Biot’s polariscope, introduced during the 1830s. There were other additions to
the chemists’ armentarium during the second half of the nineteenth century, espe-
cially after Bunsen and Kirchhoff had invented spectroscopy. 

But the explosion in the number and diversity of physical tools in the chemi-
cal laboratory occurred in the aftermath of World War II [31]. Infrared and UV-
visible spectrometers, X-ray and electron diffractometers (following Linus Pauling’s
lead), gas phase and liquid phase chromatographs, ultracentrifuges, mass spec-
trometers, electron spin resonance and nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometers,
chiroptic instruments for optical rotatory dispersion and circular dichroism, …

A first take on the phenomenon, too naive, is to describe it as a contribution
from physics to chemistry. In this view, the latter discipline is indebted to the
former for a cornucopia of instruments it has thrived upon. 

This is simplistic. Chemists were not passive recipients of those techniques.
They developed methodologies without which use within chemistry of those tools
would have been severely limited. Scientists active at the interface of physics and
chemistry, responsible for the chemical applications, were often chemists. The
physical methods of chemistry should not be viewed as a colonial theater of opera-
tions for physics. To a large extent, chemists actively imported them from physics
and, more importantly, devised the operational procedures. 

Consider some actual examples. Case number 1 is the polariscope. It measures
the angle of rotation of polarized light by a liquid sample. Devised by the physicist
Jean-Baptiste Biot (1774-1862) in the 1830s, its design was improved by a succes-
sion of instrument makers. It became more or less stabilized in the 1880s. This
instrument then remained invariant for a century or so, until the laser replaced
other light sources, such as the sodium flame which the Bunsen burner made pos-
sible in the 1860s.

It was chemists, though, who turned the polariscope (or polarimeter, as it was
also named from its inception) from a demonstration to a research instrument.
True, Biot the physicist had discovered sucrose inversion. However, the chemist
Augustin-Pierre Dubrunfaut [32] explained sucrose inversion by its hydrolysis into
glucose and fructose [33]. The chemist Ludwig Ferdinand Wilhelmy (1812-1864)
reported in 1850 the mass action law which, he found, ruled the sucrose inversion
reaction [34]. And Wilhelm Ostwald (1853-1932) published in 1884 his study of
sucrose inversion, as catalyzed by a variety of acids. He used this reaction as a
probe into acid strength [35], thus laying a cornerstone of physical chemistry. 

The thermodynamics and kinetics of sucrose inversion became emblematic of
physical chemistry, as shown by the sucrose inversion experiment monitored by the
polarimeter which generations of students performed during the twentieth century
[36]. Likewise, the polarimeter became emblematic of organic chemistry from an
altogether different application. Pasteur in 1860 [37, 38, 39, 40] showed that organic
molecules as a rule were chiral and characterized by their specific optical rotation.
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Case number 2 is nuclear magnetic resonance. A key episode in its history was
the discovery, made by W.G. Proctor and F.C. Yu, of the so-called chemical shift
[41, 42]. Chemists did not lag behind, Herbert S. Gutowsky (1919-2000) was quick
to rise to the occasion [43].

The chemical shift rapidly became an essential feature in the determination of
chemical structure using nmr. The irony is for its very name to have been intro-
duced at the time when the age-old distinction between chemical and physical
properties became obsolete and was jettisoned, even from elementary textbooks of
general chemistry. As a further irony, the chemical shift is quite obviously a physical,
not a chemical property, if one goes by the operational definition, according to
which determination of a chemical property affects the basic nature of the sub-
stance. 

Advocates of the paternalistic colonial viewpoint, claiming a progressive and
civilizing influence of physical methods, cultural imports from physics into chem-
istry, would find support in the relegation to the dustbin of history of the distinc-
tion between chemical and physical properties, if indeed its demise were the con-
sequence of the massive penetration of physical methods in chemistry. 

Just as with the polarimeter, chemists adopted the nmr spectrometer as a black
box with a throughput function. The input was a chemical sample. The output was
a chemical structure. The nmr spectrum, rather than the nmr spectrometer, was the
new device to incorporate into the eclectic toolbox of the chemist.

A Blossoming

Rather than focusing in the usual way on the Schrödinger-Heisenberg quan-
tum mechanics, with its chemical fallout, I shall concentrate here on its periphery.
During the short period of 1927-32, physicists made an incursion into chemistry,
and they were of the first rank. Their foray, for although short-lived, nonetheless
left durable and important results. In many ways, those physicists jump-started
entire subdisciplines, most notably chemical physics.

Max Born (1882-1970) and Julius R. Oppenheimer (1904-1967) suggested
their approximation in 1927 [44]. Michael Polanyi (1891-1976), jointly with
Eugene Paul Wigner (1902-1995) and Henry Eyring (1901-1981), formulated the
original theory of the transition state for chemical reactions between 1925 and 1931
[45, 46]. Henry Eyring would during the 1940s become the interpreter for physical
chemists of this novel theoretical framework. He expressed transition state theory
in the existing language, that of thermodynamics and kinetics. 

John von Neumann (1903-1957) and E.P. Wigner published their theorem in
1929 [47]. Llewellen Hilleth Thomas (1903-1992) and Enrico Fermi (1901-1954)
the previous year published their theory, a description of the electron density in a
molecule [48, 49]. Not to forget the already mentioned calculation of the hydrogen
molecule by Heitler and London, in 1927. Crystal-field theory appeared in 1929
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from Jean Becquerel (1878-1953) [50] and Hans Bethe (1906-2005) [51], to be fur-
ther developed by Hendrick Anton Kramers (1894-1952) [52] and, later on during
the 1930s, by John Hasbrouck van Vleck (1899-1980) [53].

This last example, crystal-field theory is exemplary of how much these pio-
neers were ahead of the pack. Their effort to a large extent was premature. Only
after World War II would ligand-field theory blossom from the seed planted by
Hans Bethe and his colleagues a couple of decades earlier [54].

A few other comments are in order. One may conjecture a reason for the
attractiveness of chemical questions to physicists. I submit that it was the time of a
lull in atomic physics, in-betweeen periods of intense activity. Indeed, the foray into
chemistry was all over by 1932 [55]. The reason for the hasty retreat was very
simple. The neutron had been discovered. Physicists rushed back to the fold and
studied nuclear structure with gusto and intense competitiveness.

Most of these momentous strikes into the chemical field occurred in Germany.
Most of the publications appeared in German journals. The rise of the Nazis in
1933 would shatter the pre-eminent role of German institutes and physicists.

The contributions to chemistry I have evoked came in the language of mathe-
matical equations. There was very little overlap with chemical language. The
chemists meanwhile, as I have pointed out, were intent upon preserving their
autonomous formulations such as Gilbert Newton Lewis’s cubical atoms [56].

Physicists brought their training and their mentality to bear on questions in
chemistry. Their need for a focused and formalized conceptualization expressed
itself in the devising of a master equation, whether with respect to the relationship
of electronic energies to a wavefunction (Schrödinger), to the relative motions of
electrons and nuclei (Born-Oppenheimer) or within transition state theory.

There was thus a need for an intermediary space, one for a dialog between the
two disciplines, an in-between zone where physics and chemistry could mutually
benefit each other. The interdisciplinary chemical physics filled that void. It also
served as a bulwark, as a buffer zone: pure physics would not be contaminated by
a chemical approach, pure chemistry – organic chemistry in particular – would
remain immune from math and from chemical physicists. 

Chemical physics was needed, because it was out of question to use physical
chemistry for this interdisciplinary purpose. It became durably tarred by its initial
hostility (Ostwald’s) to atomic theory. It continued to be heavily influenced by its
traditional concerns, thermodynamics and kinetics. The first issue of the Journal of
Chemical Physics appeared in January 1933. It marked the official beginnings of the
new subdiscipline [57, 58].

Comparing Themselves to Physicists

Language reveals major differences between the two sciences. Consider just
the two adjectives, physical and chemical. The physical sciences, if one is to heed
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the Oxford English Dictionary, deal with inanimate matter, as opposed to the bio-
logical sciences, or the moral sciences. To resort to more contemporary language,
the physical sciences are demarcated from the biological sciences and from social
studies [59]. 

Just note the nonreciprocity. Chemistry is part of the physical sciences. But
physics does not belong to the chemical sciences. Physics is more encompassing if
we are to believe this cursory look at ordinary language. This first linguistic rule
applies in many languages besides English and French. The expression, physical
sciences, is about two centuries-old in both these languages. Implicit in it is the
reductionist claim, chemistry is reducible to physics, to which I shall return.

There is a second rule. The expression, the chemical industry, is standard.
Conversely, one does not speak of the physical industry* even though this is a well-
formed locution. One may talk about the electronic industry or the automotive
industry, but not about the physical industry. While chemistry is both a science and
an industry, physics is taken to be only a science – even though it can boast of
industrial applications too numerous to mention. 

This striking dissymmetry between the two adjectives, chemical and physical,
underscores an underlying prejudice, which goes back to Greek antiquity, to Plato
and Aristotle. To study physics is noble, it is an aristocratic pursuit. Conversely, to
study chemistry is synonymous with dirtying one’s hands. Physics engages the
mind, it is a predominantly intellectual pursuit; while chemistry is a mere craft,
which indeed is derived historically from the activities of smelters, apothecaries,
distillers, makers of stained glass, jewelers and assayers. Physics, in this view –
exaggerated for the purpose of the argument – belongs in the study. Chemistry
belongs in the workshop. Physics, to stick with such stereotypes, has no odor.
Chemistry not only smells, it stinks. 

It is extremely interesting to note that such notions, crude to say the least,
have endured for at least several centuries. If indeed the distinction in langage
between the chemical and the physical goes back to social prejudice against manual
work, deeming intellectual pursuits superior, could one not, so goes the counterar-
gument, rule it out as obsolete? “What about the laboratory ?”, one wants to argue.
Is it not the common workplace of chemists and physicists alike? 

The reference to the laboratory is indeed well-taken. But, as soon as we start
investigating this notion, the physics-chemistry duality jumps back at us with a
vengeance. An historian of physics may declare that one of Galileo’s foremost con-
tributions was to invent the laboratory in the seventeenth century. This totally over-
looks the fact, which most historians of chemistry are all too well aware of, that the
laboratory existed for several centuries before Galileo’s time. Alchemists devised it,
as part of their protocol for ensuring that their procedures were reproducible, per-
formable under controlled conditions in apparatus devised and built for this pur-
pose. Roger Bacon (c1214-1292) is a much better candidate than Galileo (1564-
1642) as inventor of the laboratory. 
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I now return to the issue of reductionism, one of the sticks with which physi-
cists – some physicists, to be fair – beat chemists. Its most famous (or infamous)
expression was the sentence by Paul A.M. Dirac (1902-1984) at the beginning of
his paper on the quantum mechanics of many-electron systems:

“The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a large
part of physics and the whole of chemistry are [now] completely known, and the
difficulty is only that the exact application of these laws leads to equations much
too complicated to be soluble” [60].

The ensuing issue, that of reductionism, even though it has had no practical
impact whatsoever, has nurtured a whole cottage industry among philosophers of
science. I shall content myself here with the witty rejoinder by Hugh Christopher
Longuet-Higgins (1923-2004), who, going along a reverse path to that of reduc-
tionists, derived a bit of math from chemistry [61, 62].

Which brings up the battle for funding with the rival discipline, physics. Physi-
cists in the 80s were better than chemists at grantsmanship, at public relations and
were henceforth more successful in getting mammoth collective projects financed.
The Pimentel Report (PR), published in 1985 in the U.S. by the National Academy
of Sciences as one of its leitmotivs is notesworthy for repeated comparison between
the two disciplines, to the effect that physics is enjoying greater financial support
than chemistry by the Federal agencies in the US [63]. Chemists, conversely and as
also illustrated in the PR, prided themselves on demographics, on beating physicists
in sheer number of jobs – or better yet in production of Ph.D. scientists [64].

Chemists, as exemplified by PR, pride themselves in the number of graduate
students and Ph.D.s in their discipline. Any drop, as at the time of writing, is per-
ceived as ominous. What are their arguments, in their promotion of chemistry to
students having to choose between careers?

The Insistence on Low-Tech

A standard promotional argument by a chemist aiming at recruiting students
in the laboratory is to indirectly stress the low-tech characteristics of the research.
“You can have an idea in the morning, devise an experiment to test it in the aftern-
non, and take home the answer in the evening,” goes the argument. Just as with the
joke referred to at the beginning of this paper, it carries truth.

It would be an oversimplification to summarize under the heading of “Big
Science” [65] the equipment of the chemical laboratory during the nineteen-fifties
and – sixties, with expensive instruments, such as chromatographs and spectrome-
ters. One could make a case for the resilience of the notion of “chemistry as craft:”
evidence in support would be, for instance, the recourse to thin-layer, paper or
column chromatography in complement with gas or high-pressure liquid chro-
matographies. The former, low-tech tools requiring a measure of dexterity and of
care in their use, turned out to be as important to the daily life of the laboratory as
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the latter, high-tech methods. Accordingly, before the Golden Sixties [66] came to
an end chemists to some extent could see themselves with a foot in each of the two
worlds, that of traditional chemistry, basically unchanged for two or three cen-
turies, and that of modern chemistry, with a plethora of new and powerful physical
methods at their fingertips [67].

The A-60 was the instrument of change. Built in Palo Alto, California, by
Varian Associates, it was a hands-on, routine instrument which graduate students in
chemistry could operate themselves. Precalibrated charts, together with an internal
lock on a water sample tube, allowed for a single sweep to record a spectrum [68].
The A-60 brought nmr to the masses. Chemists took to it like a fish to water [69].

I claim the A-60 as a low-tech tool. James Shoolery and Varian Associates
meant it as a routine instrument, aimed at chemists. To use it was no more involved
than using a polarimeter. We come full circle with such a comparison, since
chemists found out fairly quickly the ability of the nmr spectrometer to replace a
polarimeter, even for its emblematic application, viz. determining the optical purity
of a reaction product. 

The nmr tube replaced the test tube. The assertion echoes that by Victor
Hugo when he claimed so perceptively in Notre Dame de Paris, in the superb ceci
tuera cela digression, that when Gutenberg invented movable type, the book killed
the cathedral and its imagery which had been so important earlier in educating
Christians. 

For centuries, chemists were associated with test tubes, not only in the popu-
lar imagination. The test tube was used primarily for qualitative analysis. Adding a
few drops of a reagent would trigger a response, maybe a color change, a turbidity
or a precipitation. The chemist would then infer the likely presence of a compo-
nent in the liquid mixture, be it a ketone or sulfate anions.

With the nmr tube, chemists were offered a lighter and more subtle perturba-
tion. The reagent now consisted only of radiofrequencies (RF). Their resonant
absorption by the sample in the nmr tube yielded a comprehensive inventory of the
groups of atoms present. The nmr tube did not directly replace the test tube, it
came on the heels of spectroscopic cells, as had been used in electronic absorption
(uv-visible) or in vibrational (ir and Raman) spectroscopy.

Moreover, nmr was revolutionary for a Gestalt switch (to borrow Kuhn’s
phaseology) in perceptions by chemists. Earlier on, molecules were identified by
their functional groups, carbonyls, hydroxyls and the like, which were like beacons
(as reflected in chemical nomenclature, in its affixes and priorities). Now, especially
at the beginning of the nmr era (Fifties and Sixties) when 1H nmr thrived by itself,
not yet complemented by 13C nmr, what shone instead through a spectrum was the
hydrocarbon skeleton. 

Matter, when under a magnet and tickled by RF waves, gained meaningful-
ness. Nmr was a microscope of a different order. It displayed inter-relationships
between atoms in a molecule [70]. Couplings among nuclei, whether scalar or
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dipolar couplings, were the silk threads in the spider web which the nmr spectrum
revealed. Nmr truly was the Ariadne’s thread guiding chemists to their Holy Grail
of structural elucidation. 

I single out Jack Roberts for the role of interpreter, bringing in nmr from
physics (and the chemical industry) into chemical science. 

The web of interactions thus revealed in turn mapped molecular structure.
Spectral analysis (the nmr tube) had replaced chemical analysis (the test tube).
Analyzing a spectrum, furthermore, was an exact science, not an interpretation
frought with uncertainty, open to skepticism and dispute. True, the nmr spectrom-
eter was an instrument devised by physicists. However, it did not carry with it an
interpretative language. Nmr spectra could be read through the usual filter, that of
the traditional Lewis chemical formulae.

Conclusion

This paper started with the contention that chemistry and physics are sister
sciences, symmetrical and complementary in spirit and methodologies. From the
preceding, we have to conclude that such an assumption is untenable. 

Let me summarize the evidence, in ten points or so. Firstly, it is rather remark-
able that there have been very few scientists who qualified as both physicists and
chemists. Lavoisier (1743-1794) was assuredly one of them, Faraday (1791-1867)
another. One may wish to add to this short list the names of Ampère (1775-1836)
and of Johann Josef Loschmidt (1821-1895). However, who else qualifies during
the period of interest, 1860-1985? Only a handful of scientists: Marie Curie 1867-
1934) arguably, the Braggs, William (1862-1942) and Lawrence (1890-1971) who
bridged the two disciplines, Peter Debye (1884-1966) assuredly, who held succes-
sive appointments in physics and in chemistry. This observation in itself suggests a
deep divide between the two disciplines.

A second point is both psychological and sociological. It goes back to the ori-
gins of both sciences in the early modern period. Physics is aristocratic in nature,
while chemistry is plebeian. The former is more of an intellectual quest, the latter
is more of a manual craft. 

Thirdly, the two sciences differ in their material culture, high-tech in the one,
low-tech in the other.

Fourth, they differ in their modes of representation. Physics uses mathemati-
cal equations. Chemistry uses an iconic language, that of the structural formulae.
The symbols differ, they are algebraical in physics, geometrical in chemistry.

Fifth, the two sciences contrast in their basic urges. Physics is normative and
legalistic, where chemistry is inherently transgressive [71, 72].

Sixth, they differ in their defining activities. The physicist measures and builds
models, the chemist sets-up and monitors transformations, following which he or
she purifies the products.
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Seven, the two sciences differ in their unifiers. Chemistry sees itself as a com-
binatorial art. Physics sees itself more as the work of reason, as the epitome of
rationality. Towards the end of the 1945-85 period, quantum chemistry offered
itself as the unifying desription, i.e., in the role which thermodynamics had played
a century earlier.

Eight, the two sciences take different views of matter, points in a force field
for the one, substances for the other [73].

Nine, they have different agendas. Physicists seek natural laws, while chemists
content themselves with rules.

And, ten, they differ in their focus. Where physics is integrative, chemistry
privileges the specific.

Thus, my overriding conclusion is that the two professions differ widely, in
language, in objectives, in their methods and in outlook. To refer to them as sister
sciences is a stereotype, carrying little validity.
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